
 

 

AMERICA’S VALLEY OF SLAUGHTER 

LINKS TO VIDEOS CITED IN THE MESSAGE: 
(See articles on following pages also) 

1. US Senators Lindsey Graham and John McCain in Ukraine in Dec. 2016 to meet with Ukrainian 
military to foment a 2017 “offensive” war with Russia – 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KLDSKfOZdKj_ZdNH-10gakEAkCPcre_t/view?usp=sharing  

2. Testimony of Adrien Bocquet, former French Special Forces, re his experience in Ukraine – 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OA8EXKB76wjC8mdy2Adf2xwfKkHmGa8a/view?usp=sharing  

3.  Mariupol resident – They exterminated us . . . Ukrainians attacked our homes – 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BM3RebCaWn7cubEXQZA5w4gr8_SeBXqX/view?usp=sharing  

4. British Sky News interview of Russian Deputy Ambassador to the UN, Dmitry Polyanski, 
exposing Zelensky’s affinity with Nazism – 
https://twitter.com/wyattreed13/status/1523772143061807109  

 

5. Neo-Nazi “Botsman Boys” in Bucha, Ukraine After Russian Exit – 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NDAWfShctmphdKSkYHfstybaPFGUmA84/view?usp=sharing  

Additional Links 

Lew Rockwell: Exposing Some Myths About the Ukraine War 

Col. Douglas Macgregor: Poland is about to make a giant, stupid mistake… The Threat of Polish 
Involvement in Ukraine 

Graham pushes to label Russia a state sponsor of terrorism, expand NATO 

"National idea of Ukraine is to lie as much as possible to ourselves and to others" Zelensky Advisor 
Arestovych. 

'They Are What They Are, They Were Defending Our Country': Zelensky 'Brushes Off' Reports of 
Azov Battalion Committing Atrocities 

https://www.lewrockwell.com/2022/04/lew-rockwell/exposing-some-myths-about-the-ukraine-war/
https://www.theamericanconservative.com/articles/the-threat-of-polish-involvement-in-ukraine/
https://thehill.com/news/sunday-talk-shows/3480903-graham-pushes-to-label-russia-a-state-sponsor-of-terrorism-expand-nato/
https://twitter.com/Angelo4justice3/status/1521723705134501890
https://www.informationliberation.com/?id=62997
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Exposing Some Myths About the Ukraine War

By Llewellyn H. Rockwell, Jr.
April 18, 2022

All rational Americans agree that we shouldn’t get involved in the Russia-Ukraine War. The neocon
warmongers with brain dead Biden as their figurehead want to destroy Russia, and they are willing to
risk nuclear war to do it.  But this doesn’t negate what I’ve just said. These monsters are anything but
rational. But speaking of monsters leads to another question. Everybody knows John Quincy Adams’s
line: “America goes not abroad in search of monsters to destroy.” Is this the reason we should stay out
of the Ukraine war? Is Putin a monster, bringing death and destruction to innocent people, but
someone whose actions we have to ignore because it’s too dangerous to act against him? Some people
who say this don’t get what’s happening, although others don’t view Putin as a monster, but think he
made a mistake. I don’t agree, but this isn’t my target. Putin is a rational statesman, with legitimate
security interests and the supposed hero Zelensky is a dubious character.

Why do people think otherwise? One reason is the charges of Russian atrocities in Bucha.  These
charges are just that “charges”. Fake atrocity claims have often been a way to inflame people to
support war, and the Bucha accusations are the latest example. Christopher Roche, who isn’t pro-
Putin, explains why we shouldn’t fall for it: “The reports and photographs showing an apparent
massacre in Bucha, Ukraine, are truly terrible. They are reminiscent of the atrocities used to galvanize
Western opinion during Yugoslav Wars of the 1990s, when the Srebrenica Massacre and the Siege of
Sarajevo were seared into Western consciousness.

Of course, pictures do not always tell the whole story. For example, to determine whether a war crime
took place we must know who did the killing, why, and how. After all, the United States killed many
thousands of Iraqis and Afghans, frequently by accident, in the course of those wars. Few in the
United States or Europe would call those actions war crimes. This all became apparent after the
United States exonerated itself for the annihilation of an Afghan family via a missile strike during the
withdrawal of U.S. forces last summer. Oops.

Like any crime, a war crime must involve intent or at least recklessness. Killing civilians or POWs
without trial, or humiliating them as an act of revenge, are each undoubtedly war crimes. The
documented abuse of prisoners by Donetsk People’s Republic commander Givi was the basis for a
Ukrainian war crimes investigation against him, before he was assassinated in 2017.
If civilians were shot and purposefully killed in Bucha, it undoubtedly would be a war crime and a
terrible thing. But there are credible reasons to believe the so-called Bucha Massacre was not the
doing of the Russian Forces, but rather of the Ukrainians—either local militia or SBU or some
combination of thereof—as part of brutal reprisals against ‘saboteurs’ and ‘Russian collaborators.’
First, this fits with a pattern of Ukrainian forces violating the rules of war, as evidenced by numerous
videos showing the shooting of prisoners, torturing civilians, and the like. Unlike the still photos in
Bucha, these videos show the actions themselves, as well as the perpetrators, which even the New
York Times recently acknowledged.

Second, Ukrainian President Voldomyr Zelenskyy has given numerous speeches calling for the
punishment of ‘saboteurs’ and ‘traitors,’ saying the war will ultimately end with the ‘de-
Russification’ of Ukraine. These are tough words, which clearly would tend to inflame and encourage
the more extremist elements.



Three, the atmosphere in Ukraine is ripe for war crimes. While U.S. Second Amendment supporters
were understandably heartened by the Ukrainian government’s weapons giveaway, some of those
weapons ended up in the hands of criminals and undisciplined characters. This was not a mere
oversight; Ukraine deliberately freed prisoners with combat experience in order to allow them to fight.
One would not expect this group to be scrupulous adherents to the laws of war.
There are also many documented accounts of Ukrainians killing one another out of paranoia about
spies and saboteurs. It is easy enough to see why. There is a hair’s breadth of difference between
Ukrainians and Russians, and many in the East only speak Russian, have supported Russia, or at least
have a less-than-enthusiastic attitude about the Ukraine regime. This fuels the possibility of
internecine violence, which will be rationalized after the fact as the clearing out of traitors and fifth
columnists.

Four, the timeline of reports creates real doubts about whether Russia perpetrated the Bucha
Massacre. It is widely acknowledged that Russian forces left Bucha on March 30. Then, Bucha’s mayor
happily announced their withdrawal on March 31 without any mention of massacres, bodies in the
streets, or other war crimes. Finally, the Ukrainian SBU said it was moving into Bucha on April 2 to
conduct a ‘cleansing’ operation against saboteurs and traitors.

The photos of the dead only appeared on April 2, and Zelenskyy soon appeared in order to give
international journalists a tour. Reuters and the New York Times have also posted Maxar satellite
images apparently showing bodies in the streets earlier on March 19. This is not as compelling as it
might otherwise be; bodies left outside for two weeks would not be in the condition seen in the April 2
photos, but instead would be significantly decomposed. If there were bodies on the street earlier in
March—whether combatants or civilians—they had to be different people than the dead civilians on
display from April 2.

Rather, it’s a question of whether atrocity stories will lead to U.S. involvement in another war that
does not advance America’s national interests. Whether it was the Rape of Belgium alleged in World
War I, genocide in Kosovo, or Iraqi troops ‘removing babies from incubators’ in Kuwait, lurid and false
atrocity stories have been used before to encourage Western involvement in unnecessary wars. As with
ordinary criminal investigations, it is always worth asking if the source has a motive to lie about
culpability.

Russia has called for an independent investigation of these events through the U.N. Security Council,
but the current chair, the United Kingdom, apparently refused to convene the council. Why? Wouldn’t
an independent investigation be the best way to determine what happened? Of course, the truth here
is secondary, and neither Ukraine nor the West would have any interest in uncovering the extent of
Ukrainian war crimes. Rather, it is clear the United States and the EU are invested in prolonging the
war in order to weaken and punish Russia, even though the next phase appears likely to be much
worse for everyone involved, with the Kiev government calling for the mass evacuation of the East in
its most recent communications.

For all the ink spilled in condemning what is being called the Bucha Massacre, one wonders if the calls
for war crimes trials and claims that the responsible government is illegitimate would be withdrawn if
it turns out not Vladimir Putin and Russia, but Voldomyr Zelenskyy and Ukraine, were responsible for
whatever took place in Bucha. The question answers itself.”

The real atrocities are being committed by Zelensky’s forces, which include neo-Nazis. Russians
remember the horrors of the German invasion during World War II and don’t want them repeated.
Hence Putin’s demand that the Ukrainian government purge the Nazi elements in its government,
especially to be found in the Azov Regiment. As Joe Lauria says. “Ukrainian President Volodymyr
Zelensky has been making a virtual world tour with video hookups to parliaments around the globe, as
well as to the Grammy Awards and the U.N. Security Council, sometimes with troublesome results.



On Thursday a major row erupted when Zelensky brought along a Ukrainian soldier of Greek heritage
from the city of Mariupol, who just happened to be a member of the neo-Nazi Azov Regiment. Greece
was under Nazi occupation during World War II and fought a bitter partisan war against Nazism (later
to be betrayed by Britain and the United States.)

With Zelensky in the screen, the man, who gave only his first name, told Parliament: ‘I speak to you as
a man of Greek descent. My name is Michail. My grandfather fought against the Nazis in the Second
World War. I am born in Mariupol and I am now also fighting to defend my city from the Russian
Nazis.’

Ignoring Greece’s suffering under German Nazism was a slight made worse by bringing a Nazi along
to address Greek lawmakers.

Zelensky has gotten into trouble before by referring to a nation’s history in his addresses to
parliaments. He caused outrage in Israel for comparing what Ukraine is going through today to the
Holocaust while completely ignoring the role Ukrainian fascists played in that Holocaust.

In his address to the U.N. Security Council on Tuesday Zelensky said Russia had committed the worst
war crimes since World War II, ignoring the much bigger crime of aggression by the United States
against Iraq built totally on lies.

Just as Western governments and corporate media are doing, the Ukrainian embassy in Athens denied
Azov is a Neo-Nazi regiment, despite sporting the Waffen-SS Wolfsangel on their uniforms and their
open political alignment with Nazism.”
Putin’s campaign against this Nazi revival and his defense of the independent Russian areas in the
beleaguered Donbas region deserve our admiration, not our condemnation.

Let’s heed the wisdom of the great Dr. Ron Paul, who warns us about getting into war through CIA
atrocity falsehoods: “Last week an extraordinary article appeared in, of all places, NBC News,
reporting that the US intelligence community is knowingly feeding information it does not believe
accurate to the US mainstream media for the American audience to consume.

In other words, the article reports that the US ‘deep state’ admits to being actively engaged in lying to
the American people in the hopes that it can manipulate public opinion.

According to the NBC News article, ‘multiple US officials acknowledged that the US has used
information as a weapon even when confidence in the accuracy of the information wasn’t high.
Sometimes it has used low-confidence intelligence for deterrent effect…’

Readers will recall the shocking headlines that Russia was prepared to use chemical weapons in
Ukraine, that China would be providing military equipment to Russia, that Russian President Putin
was being fed misinformation by his advisors, and more.

All of these were churned out by the CIA to be repeated in the American media even though they were
known to be false. It was all about, as one intelligence officer said in the article, ‘trying to get inside
Putin’s head.’

That may have been the goal, but what the CIA actually did was get inside America’s head with false
information meant to shape public perception of the conflict. They lied to propagandize us in favor of
the Biden Administration’s narrative. . . t’s time to revisit President Kennedy’s post-Bay of Pigs wish.
The CIA using lies to propagandize the American people toward war with Russia is just one of
thousands of reasons to scatter a million pieces of that agency to the wind.”

The Best of Llewellyn H. Rockwell, Jr.
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Marxist Lesbian to Head American Library Association

Our libraries are being taken over by Marxists. Parents are appalled by how difficult
it is to get pornography and communist teachings out of their local libraries and public
schools. The recent election of a new president of the 57,000-member American
Library Association (ALA) shows us why. She tweeted:

“I just cannot believe that a Marxist lesbian who believes that collective power is
possible to build and can be wielded for a better world is the president elect of
@ALALibrary. I am so excited for what we will do together. Solidarity!” —ALA president
Emily Drabinsky

Karl Marx was the originator of a godless political system with the diabolical strategy of
creating strife in a nation sufficient to overthrow the government. They then install a
tyrannical rule by a powerful elite who live sumptuously while everyone else starves.

https://www.chick.com/
https://www.chick.com/products/category?type=tracts#&&Category=All&SortBy=A-Z&PageNumber=1&Language=English&ShowCount=12&Status=Stock
https://www.chick.com/products/category?type=books&type2=booklet#&&Category=All&SortBy=A-Z&PageNumber=1&Language=English&ShowCount=12&Status=All
https://www.chick.com/products/category?type=comics#&&Category=All&SortBy=A-Z&PageNumber=1&Language=English&ShowCount=12&Status=All
https://www.chick.com/products/category?type=dvd#&&Category=All&SortBy=A-Z&PageNumber=1&Language=English&ShowCount=12&Status=All
https://www.chick.com/store/product-categories
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Marxism is the philosophy behind the Critical Race Theory curriculum in our schools
today. Racial strife is their strategy.

Over 100 million people have been executed or starved to death by some form of
Marxist philosophy. This has happened primarily through the “collective power” that
Drabinsky plans to use for a “better world.”

Her other bragging point is being a “lesbian.” With this chosen lifestyle it is unlikely that
she will side with the parents against your local library hosting scantily clad drag
queens reading books to your kindergartners. It is outrageous that the federal
Department of Education is using our taxpayer dollars to fund the grooming of our
children for this perversity.

It is also not likely that concerned parents will be included in the “we” of her ominous
statement of “what we will do together.”

And we have to ask, solidarity with whom? Power hungry tyrants have always indulged
in sexual perversion. Their use of the entertainment industry provides the driving force,
as was recently admitted by Disney staff.

What should we do?

First, we need to pray for success for the courageous parents who are standing against
this monstrous evil coming through the libraries after our kids.

Second, we need to withdraw from supporting or buying the products of companies who
openly pervert our children. Voting with our pocketbook is something they understand.

People are cancelling subscriptions, choosing to buy other products and shopping at
other stores, to put into action what they believe.

We need to show God we are serious about what He calls “sin.” Only then will people
understand that this cannot continue, and that there is hope.

Let’s saturate our communities with as much of God's word as we can afford. Only then
will true repentance and revival come.

Chick Publications has general gospel tracts that call for repentance from all kinds of
sin. Then there are a few targeted to specific sins such as homosexuality. You can read
them all at www.chick.com and purchase the ones that you feel will further your
personal ministry.

https://chick.com/products/category?type=tracts#&&Category=Homosexuality&SortBy=A-Z&PageNumber=1&Language=English&ShowCount=12&Status=Stock

